Spacecraft formation flight may increase data coverage area and accuracy for a myriad of space-based experiments. To prevent ground operations support from scaling with number of satellites, we propose a control architecture that describes a formation as a virtual body, such that the operator controls the group as if it were a single entity. We overview the components of our control architecture from problem specification to onboard satellite control and describe a hybrid automata-based model for switching between drift, impulse (∆v), and active control modes. We focus on the waypoint planning component responsible for decomposing the specified formation geometry and mission goals into a set of synchronized satellite waypoint sequences. We present a set of illustrative Earth-orbiting formation examples and describe associated waypoint plans that meet observation goals while minimizing fuel consumption.
Introduction
In recent years, spacecraft/satellite formation flying has become a topic of increasing interest for both the astronomy and Earth science communities. Spacecraft volume and mass pose hard constraints, so by necessity onboard instrumentation possesses limited capabilities. A proposed solution to enhance coverage area and data resolution is to utilize several coordinated spacecraft as a "virtual" science platform, providing capability analogous to groundbased systems such as the radio telescope Very Large Array (VLA).
Several science mission types can benefit from this new approach to formation-based data collection. A coordinated array of astronomical observation spacecraft can observe targets without the distortion of Earth's atmosphere but also with the advantage of apparent collection areas larger than existing groundbased observatories. Astronomy -based formation _________________ * Graduate Research Assistant, Aerospace Engineering Dept. † Assistant Professor, Aerospace Engineering Dept., Member ‡ Associate Professor, Aerospace Engineering Dept., Member flight missions have been proposed to perform black hole spectral analysis, gravitational wave detection, and extrasolar planetary location and observation.
We define the term formation flight to reference a group of satellites or spacecraft whose relative state (position and motion) is constrained to meet mission goals. In the general case, this suggests two formation classes, namely the Virtual Rigid Body (VRB) and the Virtual Flexible Body (VFB) configurations. As their names suggest, the former will require fixed relative position between each satellite and an overall formation reference coordinate frame, while the latter will permit the specification of relative motion between satellites and the overall formation "body".
Maintaining a formation may require some vehicles to follow non-Keplerian [artificial] orbits. This type of motion can only be achieved by active control to counter gravitational field forces. Moreover, for some applications, extremely high accuracy for all six translational and rotational degrees of freedom (DOF) is required. We are working as part of a research team to define an overall architecture that allows accurate formation specification and control from mission operator all the way down through 6 -DOF spacecraft controller and state estimator. For some missions, the distance between satellites may be relatively small, especially during transition between virtual body shapes. To decompose a specified formation geometry and task set into a waypoint-based path, we require several capabilities. First, if not pre-determined by uniqueness of spacecraft instrumentation, we must match individual satellites with elements in the VRB/VFB. Next, we must compute waypoint paths to both assemble and maintain our formation in the presence of gravitational fields. Throughout, we must verify that satellite paths satisfy problem constraints, including fuel usage and minimum separation (for closely-spaced formations). The overall problem of automated formation management is quite extensive, and we are beginning our research primarily from the waypoint planning perspective. Our planner contains a search engine c oupled to specialized astrodynamics algorithms as "planning experts" to optimize both overall formation and individual spacecraft trajectories so that they minimize fuel consumption and maximize goal achievement (e.g., observation time).
We begin with a brief overview of existing practice for satellite operations and path planning. We then describe a comprehensive architecture for satellite formation control designed to minimize mission operations overhead, given that the VRB/VFB definition allows a satellite group to "appear as one" to an operator. We define a progressively complex hybrid automaton model for switching between the different flight modes (e.g., active control/drift). To illustrate the applicability of our architecture, we present a diverse set of Earth-orbiting missions requiring precise formation flight.
Background
Most active satellites require a minimum of one ground support staff to compute orbit corrections, monitor onboard anomalies/faults, and monitor onboard data collection as well as the critical communications link. Researchers are progressing toward an "on-call" response strategy for repetitive operations [1] but still require experts whenever orbit adjustments must be executed.
To conserve fuel, most satellite operations are conducted from natural (drift) orbits with onboard attitude (pointing) control supplemented by occasional orbit disturbance corrections dictated by ground personnel. When a satellite must shift to a new orbit, the operator must compute an efficient and accurate burn sequence, which is tested in simulation then finally transmitted to the satellite. This manual orbit calculation and simulation process is timeconsuming for one satellite and prohibitively supportintensive for a large group of satellites.
Formation flight introduces another challenge with relative position constraints. To-date, research has emphasized GPS and laser-based sensing techniques with an ambitious goal of picometer accuracy. It will be essential to support such sensing technology with actuators and an active closed-loop control strategy that can handle such accuracy requirements. These controllers introduce new challenges in fuel management since continuous corrections even of small magnitude may exhaust fuel supplies with surprising speed. The tradeoff between accurate control and fuel conservation necessitates optimization of formation parameters.
NASA has begun a series of flight experiments with a simple chaser/follower formation (EO-1) in which all satellite orbits are "natural", meaning that active control is required only to counter perturbations rather than "fight" gravitational forces. This experiment has been designed and will be controlled manually, a procedure that raises significant concerns for larger-scale missions and more complex formations.
Problem representation

Formation-flying control architecture
Our goal is to enable a satellite formation to be assembled and maintained given arbitrary initial states and formation geometrical and orbital constraints. We assume the user (scientist) defines the mission and design our architecture to minimize operator workload both during the trajectory definition and satellite monitoring operational phases. Our modular control architecture is illustrated below in Figure 1 . To prevent scaling difficulties as formation group size increases, we provide an interface that allows the user to specify high-level formation parameters then employ automatic planning and trajectory optimization techniques to develop efficient paths for each satellite. Formation-wide parameters include geometry, orbital constraints, and attitude, which are supplemented by individual satellite attitude and motion as necessary. These constraints are used to define waypoint plans that can be kinematically decomposed into individual satellite waypoint trajectories for all elements of the formation. Waypoint selection is based on the minimization of fuel expenditure subject to synchronized timing constraints for the satellites.
As shown in Figure 1 , computation of the waypoint trajectories is ground-based to facilitate high-speed computer processing and adjustable planner autonomy levels from manual to fully-automated as the technology matures and operator trust is earned. Once desired waypoint trajectories have been computed in terms of coordinate frames and waypoint sequences (plans), they are transmitted to each satellite.
Onboard each [simulated] satellite, a synthesis module will compute the continuous-time trajectory between waypoints.
As dictated by the waypoint plan, a full 6-DOF nonlinear controller, developed in a parallel research effort, calculates the thrust levels necessary for each satellite to precisely follow the planned trajectory. In our simulation test environment, the ground station and each satellite run on separate processors that are connected and synchronized by a UDP Ethernet-based message passing protocol. This multi-body simulator was developed to validate both the planning and control research. 
Formation Orbit Representation
To precisely specify coordinated geometry and motion of multiple bodies in 3-D space, we define a set of coordinate frames and a waypoint plan specification language. For any formation, we first define a "target" coordinate frame T to be tracked by the entire formation. T frame orbital parameters specify its translational motion, while attitude is defined with respect to either inertial or LVLH (Earth-pointing) coordinates. The actual position of the overall formation is frame V, defined relative to the T frame. Generally, these frames will be aligned when considering a single formation flight mission. However, the separation of V and T frames allows our system to represent multi-body tracking operations such as rendezvous and docking. We define a set of coordinate frames D k that specify individual satellite positions and attitudes relative to the T frame. Figure 2 illustrates the frame attachments we have defined for formation flight. In the simplest case, a formation specifies a virtual rigid body (VRB) in which the overall formation body may translate but individual elements maintain a fixed position and attitude with respect to each other. This case would be utilized by astronomical missions in which multiple satellites are used to form a "very large array" in space. For a true VRB, the D k are constant, being used only to define the static formation shape. In this case, individual satellite trajectories are fully specified by rigid transformations from a single V frame motion sequence.
A direct extension of the VRB is a pseudo-VRB in which formation shape is rigid but individual satellite attitudes vary. A psuedo-VRB is illustrated by a telescope mirror, in which individual segments can be "tuned" to focus the image. The translational component of an associated waypoint plan is still fully specified by a V frame motion sequence. However, for each satellite k that rotates relative to V, an additional 3 -DOF attitude waypointbased motion sequence for D k must be specified.
The most general and complex class of formation we represent is a virtual flexible body (VFB), in which the overall formation may change shape and orientation, enabling arbitrary individual satellite (D k ) and formation (V) motion to be represented. Waypoint plans require 6-DOF V frame and D k frame motion sequences. This VFB formation class allows localized satellite motion within the formation to broaden data collection area or allow coordinated multi-satellite rendezvous and docking, for example. In the limiting flexible case that assumes a liberal definition for the term "formation", V and T frames are aligned, while individual satellites follow arbitrary waypoint paths relative to V. This strategy may be used to define any combination of satellite orbital motions or may simply be used to synchronize satellite activities (e.g., orbital periods) without also subjecting these satellites to relative geometric constraints.
Formation Control Mode Specification
From a planning perspective, the simplest strategy for formation flight is to assemble the desired geometric configuration and continuously maintain this shape until commanded to alter the formation. For a VRB in flat space (i.e., no gravitational effects), this approach is intuitive and effective. This method also succeeds in gravitational fields when the formation is formed on natural orbits or near-natural orbits (e.g., chaser-follower formations such as the EO-1 mission). However, arbitrary formation geometries, most easily visualized for the VRB, will require fuel expenditure both to assemble and maintain the formation. Because onboard satellite fuel is limited and costly, we must trade off formation assembly and maintenance time with fuel expenditure. To-date, this tradeoff has led to the manual computation of clever orbital designs with near-natural orbits that automatically assemble the satellite formation for limited time per elliptical orbit (e.g., near apogee and/or perigee).
We wish to capture this design technique in our automatic waypoint planner, such that it can perform the search for a trajectory based on a cost function to trade off mission data collection constraints with expected fuel utilization. From the fuel perspective, each satellite should have a natural orbit, but accurate formation maintenance in the general case will require substantial fuel expenditure to counter gravitational effects. Our initial architecture supports two types of control modes: drift, and 6-DOF active (controlled) trajectory following. An impulse (∆v) can be imparted to the satellites during the [assumed instantaneous] transition between these two modes. We model these modes and the switching behavior between modes with a hybrid automaton, illustrated in Figure 3 . Two different states are differentiated: active control mode and drift mode. The discrete transitions between modes result from impulsive thrust maneuvers, which we model as true zero-time impulses that discretely alter satellite velocity by a fixed amount. In the following paragraphs, we describe the properties of active control and drift modes in more detail. Our simulation currently models thrust through duty cycling of impulse engines, and has been shown in parallel research to provide micrometer accuracy, albeit at significant fuel cost given long-term satellite deviation from natural orbits. Waypoint trajectories for active control mode are specified as shown in Equation 1, where Π represents the overall plan for the satellite formation and π V is the waypoint plan for formation frame V with respect to reference/target frame T. For pseudo-VRB or VFB formations, π Dk is the supplemental waypoint plan required to describe local satellite motions within the formation. Each waypoint is specified by a mode m i (active, drift, or ∆v transition), waypoint arrival time t i , linear velocity v i , and angular velocity ω i . The first waypoint, supplemented by position and orientation data, specifies satellite initial state. Each subsequent waypoint specifies an intermediate goal to be achieved at the designated time. For adjacent active control waypoints, the trajectory synthesis module interpolates to create a smooth trajectory to be tracked by the controller. The controller is inactive during drift, and we assume the thrusters are capable of instantaneous ∆v application to achieve any specified velocity in the simple hybrid automaton model shown above. Waypoint plans may be defined as either single-use or periodic. Periodic plans allow long-term formation management with minimal plan specification overhead, as would be the case for Earth-orbiting formations requiring multiple data collection "passes".
Active Control Mode
The system is generally in active control mode when the formation must be precisely maintained. Since the formation may require that some satellites follow nonKeplerian (artificial) orbits, thrust must be used to maintain each formation element in its desired state. Alternatively, even with natural orbits, active control may be necessary to eliminate perturbations, particularly when geometric or pointing requirements require submicrometer precision.
Drift Mode
Drift mode is activated to save fuel, useful between data collection passes or when a low-accuracy formation can be maintained via strictly natural orbits. With careful planning, gravitational forces can be used to assist formation [re]assembly or at least prevent fuel "spewage" due to active control from highly non-Keplerian orbits.
As shown previously in the Figure 3 hybrid automaton, desired drift orbits are set up with an initial ∆v executed upon transition to drift mode. While in this mode, the trajectory synthesis and control software remains idle, leaving the dynamic simulator to simply propagate the orbits. For drift mode, waypoints are simply specified by the mode type (m i =drift). Since we do not exert active control over linear or angular velocity, we define waypoint arrival time through an impulsive thrust transition into drift mode.
Impulsive Thrust Transitions
For our model, we presume the capability to perform instantaneous ∆v changes, as designed by the zerotime jump between modes in Figure 3 . The only state variables assumed affected by the transition are satellite linear and angular velocity, which currently can be arbitrarily changed to set up any natural orbit when entering drift mode or matching desired formation speeds within drift or active mode. As with active control, a ∆v waypoint is specified by (m i =delta-v, t i , v i , ω i ), where t i specifies the impulse execution time and the (v i , ω i ) pair designate the new formation (or satellite) velocities following ∆v application. Typically, an impulse waypoint i occurs approximately at the same time as follow-up waypoint (i+1). It is important to note that impulsive thrust transitions are not limited to switches between two different types of modes. We can also use ∆v maneuvers to perform formation orbital plane/altitude alterations within either drift or active control mode. Additionally, we are able to switch between active control and drift modes without application of a ∆v, represented in our model via a mode transition in which ∆v = 0.
Reorientation Mode Augmentation
The careful reader may observe that the presented automaton makes significant assumptions with respect to arbitrary ∆v application. First, generally spacecraft only possess a single high-thrust engine. This thruster must be ignited precisely in the direction of the required ∆v, so the satellite must be correctly oriented to impart this impulse, then again rotated back to its formation-specified orientation.
To account for this increased complexity, we model reorientation as a new state in our hybrid automaton model, shown below in Figure 4 . The satellite enters reorientation mode between active control and drift mode switches. Consider a case in which the satellite begins in active mode. In order to prepare for the impulse to initiate drift orbit, the automaton switches (with ∆v=0) to reorientation mode, points the satellite for thruster alignment with ∆v, then applies the non-zero ∆v. If no attitude constraints are imposed for drift mode, the system switches immediately to drift. Otherwise, a second attitude alignment maneuver is applied prior to the drift transition.
Once drift is complete, the automaton again switches to reorientation mode, reorients to match non-zero ∆v direction, applies ∆v, and finally reorients to the active control attitude specified by satellite frame D k . Because reorientation is not yet part of our waypoint plan specification, the satellite uses its continuous thrusters to maintain the satellite on any non-natural orbit required by the existing waypoint plan. This assumption may be relaxed in future work, but it currently allows reorientation to simply occupy a minute fraction of the initial and final portions of active and drift plan segments without significant fuel expenditure. 
Finite Delta-V Model
The hybrid automaton with reorientation model accounts for a directional impulsive thrust engine but still assumes instantaneous ∆v application. Figure 5 shows extension to finite-duration ∆v. 
Figure 5 -Hybrid Automaton with Finite ∆v
In this model, the non-zero ∆v application has been cast as a new state. Upon entry to this state, the main engine is fired. The firing persists until the required ∆v has been imparted, during which time the attitude controller maintains the required thrust orientation. Upon completion, the system cuts the main engine, returns to the reorientation state, and then adjusts the attitude (if required) for the next active/drift segment. Figure 6 shows a typical mode switch sequence corresponding to the distant object tracking example described below and illustrated in Figure 7 . For each orbit, the formation has a period of active control followed by a period of drift. With appropriate ∆v application, the drift segment aligns the spacecraft for the next active control pass. This cycle continues until mission scientists specify observations are complete. Starting in active control mode, Figure 6 shows all maneuvers required for each formation satellite. First, a reorientation (Reorient-A) is executed to apply the ∆v that sets up the proper drift orbit ( ∆v-AD). Note that in this case a follow-up reorientation is not required prior to drift because attitude is not important during drift. This is modeled as an instantaneous switch through reorientation mode to drift in the Figure 5 automaton.
The drift mode persists until nearing the active control entry point, at which time a new reorientation maneuver (Reorient-B) aligns the main engine for application of the ∆v to match satellite velocity to that required for the actively-controlled formation Vframe.
A final reorientation (Reorient-C) appropriately adjusts attitude, after which the formation again enters active control mode. 
Examples
To better illustrate the utility of the formation flying architecture, we present a set of formations and describe how the formation is modeled using the VRB/VFB representation. First, we describe a twosatellite Earth-orbiting formation used to observe a distant object, aligned either radially toward the object or perpendicular to the object as might be the case for a two-satellite interferometry mission. Next, we describe a target/chaser formation akin to the EO-1 mission and discuss its extension to general elliptical orbits. Finally, we describe how the VFB notation can be used to represent rendezvous, illustrating the generality of the coordinate frame representations adopted for this work.
Tracking a Distant Object
Perhaps one of the simplest practical formations is a twosatellite planar formation radially aligned to cooperatively collect data from a distant object such as a black hole. The satellite pair must precisely point to this object that is sufficiently distant to appear in the same direction from any point in Earth orbit. Figure 7 illustrates such a formation. For this example, we constrain the formation to be continuously maintained for minimum data collection time T min . This precludes the zero-fuel option of natural orbits that align for a "snapshot" only at apogee. Primarily for fuel efficiency, we specify a periodic waypoint plan such that the formation is precisely pointed toward the object for a fraction of the total orbit, switches to drift mode, then returns to active control mode for the next orbital pass as shown in Figure 7 . Initial and final ∆v maneuvers are required to set up each switch between active and drift modes. Once defined by the user, formation mission parameters are sent to the waypoint planner. Table 1 summarizes the set of parameters/constraints as well as crucial parameters that form the planner's search space. The generated waypoint plan must meet fuel constraints while satisfying observation goals; ideally fuel would be minimized while observation time/quality would be maximized.
Before beginning the optimization process, the waypoint planner requires user specification of T-frame orbit and formation geometry. In the Figure 7 example, the distant object is aligned with the eccentricity vector e, and formation geometry is a line of length (or distance) d connecting the two satellites along e. To determine the drift-active control mode switch behavior, the user specifies minimum continuous observation time. 
Computed by the planner
The planner optimizes over 0 < ξ < 2π in order to maximize observation time/minimize fuel cost T min , then the waypoint planner searches over formation position (V-frame) with respect to T, orbital parameters of T, and the position ( ξ) and relative size (λ) of active control region as shown in Figure 7 .
The p lanner and its astrodynamics "experts" (e.g., Lambert's solution in this example) compute the optimal waypoint plan that is then synthesized by each satellite into a smooth reference trajectory.
The current waypoint planner computes the solution via brute force search over the optimization parameters. Consider this two-satellite example in which the user fixes the T frame at a=42000km, e=0.5, i=0, ω=0. For simplicity, assume V is aligned with T. 1 The two satellites are separated by distance d=10km along e, with V-frame centered between the two satellites. With these constraints, the planner computes fuel expenditure as a function of λ and ξ. We use a cost function (described in more detail below) that minimizes over fuel expenditure per second of observation time. Figure 8 shows the result of the search over λ and ξ. The optimal solution (i.e., minimum cost) occurs at λ=6deg and ξ=180deg. This result is intuitive as the satellites 1 The position of V with respect to T may also be varied to find the optimal position of the overall formation with respect to natural orbit T. We restrict our presentation of results to the two primary factors affecting fuel consumption, ξ and λ.
require significantly less energy to actively control near apogee than during other orbit segments. Comprehensive results regarding the two-satellite formation are detailed in [2] . 
Target/chaser
With the experiment EO-1, NASA is demonstrating a simple formation where two satellites are on the same natural orbit separated by a time delay. One of the satellites is a "dead mass" acting as a target. The follower satellite is actively controlled to maintain the specified separation. For a circular orbit a constant time delay can be represented by a constant separation distance. In our model, the target is aligned with the T -frame. T he Vframe can also be set equal to the T -frame. For this example the orientation of the T-frame is earth-pointing. We can find the coordinates of the required chaser position from either the fixed distance between the satellite, or the time delay to the lead satellite. If this delay is T d , and the altitude of the satellites is R, then the vector from the V frame to the D k frame of the chaser is given by Equation (2).
( )
θ is the angle from the origin of the T-frame to the chaser and is given by Equation (3).
For the case where the formation is not on a circular orbit, this simple representation cannot be utilized. Indeed, since we assume a constant delay between chaser and follower to maintain natural orbits for both satellites, the position of the chaser with respect to the target varies with orbital position. To simply represent this formation, the waypoint sequence must be capable of representing a constant time delay rather than specific offset velocities. With such augmentation, the waypoint plan then contains zero relative velocities, representing the fact that the chaser satellite follows the natural orbit specified by the T and V frames. Figure 9 illustrates the target/chaser formation. For this example, the user specifies the T-frame orbit and that the V -frame/target satellite are aligned with the T-frame. The user also specifies a constant offset for the chaser, denoted as time delay in the general case or position D k relative to V in the circular orbit case. 
Rendezvous formation
The general rendezvous problem can be cast under our formation flight paradigm with a virtual flexible body (VFB) representation. Consider a two-satellite rendezvous problem. In this case the goal is approximately defined as matching the orbits for both satellites with final relative velocity of zero and minimum overall fuel expenditure. In the general case, both satellites could be actively controlled to accomplish the rendezvous. The search space for this problem is relatively large. In many proposed situations (e.g., satellite servicing), only one satellite (e.g., the servicer) is controlled, while the other (e.g., the disabled satellite) is a "dead mass", subject only to gravity fields and environmental perturbations. The center of mass of the disabled satellite is the origin of the T frame, while the V -frame is coincident with the controlled satellite.
For this problem, the planner emp loys multiple astrodynamics experts to match orbits over time. The first expert, the "rendezvous phasing expert", will compute a set of waypoints for the satellite to get from its initial position to a state in close proximity to the T frame. Then a final maneuver expert, the "terminal approach expert", computes the set of waypoints required to get from the previous position all the way to the target.
Both astrodynamics experts must find the "best" path with respect to some parameters weighted initially by the user, including fuel usage, security, time of approach, and configuration (from where the chaser has approached the target). The phasing expert uses a set of Hohmann transfer / bi-elliptic transfer / Lambert solution / semitangential transfer maneuvers [3] to phase the chaser orbit with the target orbit. The approach expert computes a waypoint set to reduce distance from chaser (servicer) to target (disabled satellite) so that the remaining transfer can be considered to occur in flat space (i.e., no gravitational field effects). From this point rendezvous is complete and the final dock occurs via relative navigation.
Cost function
For our current research, we are solving the waypoint planning problem using brute force search over all identified optimization parameters. We reduce computational complexity by setting parameters to reasonable values (i.e. fixed distance between the satellites for the distant object problem), but each solution incurs a substantial computational overhead to obtain. In future work we will improve efficiency through the exploitation of problem symmetries and elimination of obviously costly search space regions (e.g., active control when far from natural orbit or near perigee). When admissible heuristic cost estimates are possible, we will search through the remaining search space using an optimal A* approach [4] , a trivial search strategy in flat space that is less intuitive to specify with gravity fields. Due to the value of fuel efficiency for spacecraft, we consider the tradeoff between computational time and optimality to favor optimality, thus any method we select must be capable of optimizing the mission given a wellcharacterized search space and cost function.
From the user-specified formation parameters, the planner must compute a plan that minimizes some cost function. Important quantities include:
• The fuel expended during the active control mode by the ionic/continuous thrusters: ac We employ a cost function over these parameters to define "optimal" trajectories, as shown in Equation 4.
Cost function parameters are computed for every waypoint trajectory in the search space to identify the optimal result. Of course, other parameters may be added, such as the orbits crossed by formation satellites, the relative position of ground control stations (for data download), etc. We will rely on mission control experts to add new dependencies in future research.
In order to compute overall fuel use, we must compute fuel expended in each mode. The above parameters are first computed by the planner for each point in the search space. The cost function result is then computed for that particular state. The approximate ∆v required to maintain the formation during active control mode is evaluated by integrating the force needed to maintain each satellite in its [artificial] orbit over the active control period. This result is then divided by the mass of the satellite to yield appropriate units.
The ∆v impulse required to accomplish the initial and final transitions between active and drift modes can be estimated by solving the Lambert problem ( [5] , [6] ), as was illustrated by the two-satellite distant object tracking problem above. This solution method must be augmented by other astrodynamics experts when multi-stage maneuvers are required (e.g., rendezvous), but the Lambert solution provides a general-purpose orbit tool for n-satellite formations that utilize the alternating activedrift mode switch strategy for circular or elliptical orbits.
For the two-satellite distant object tracking example, we equalized the weighting factors between continuous and impulsive thrust cost and divided by the time of observation.
Since this problem yielded a periodic waypoint plan, we presented totals covering one orbit, which approximately matches total fuel expenditure since both fuel expenditure and observation time scale proportionally to number of orbits. 
Waypoint plan development
Once the waypoint planner computes the optimal set of formation parameters, this set must be translated into a motion plan of the format described previously in Equation (1) . To compute this plan, the planner first identifies hybrid automata mode switches, then computes the associated initial/final velocities for each mode. The waypoint planner assumes perfect knowledge of trajectory synthesis algorithms (i.e., smooth curve fitting between velocity waypoints), thus can produce velocity-based waypoints to match desired waypoint positions as well as the more intuitive changes in velocities. Equation (5) above shows the detailed waypoint plan constructed for the two-satellite distant object tracking formation. We specified the orbital elements of the T-frame to be: a=42000 km, e=0.5, i=0, ω=0, Ω=0. The radial distance d separating the satellites was constrained to be precisely 10 km for accurate data collection, while the waypoint planner optimizes over ξ and λ. As shown previously in Figure 8 , the optimal values for these mode switch parameters were ξ=180deg, λ=6deg. Note that this waypoint plan is periodic, in that each cycle through plan π v represents one Earth orbit for the formation.
Summary and future work
Spacecraft formation flying will enhance space-based data collection dramatically but will also stress our mission management as well as control and sensing capabilities. We have described a modular architecture for formation management that may enable a single operator to control the motion of an entire formation by casting its overall shape and motion as either a virtual rigid body (VRB) or virtual flexible body (VFB). We account for two fundamental control modes, active and drift, and model switches between these modes using hybrid automata of progressive complexity. The waypoint planner calls upon orbital mechanics "experts" to optimize flexible formation parameters then uploads these plans to a trajectory synthesis module for execution.
We are only beginning to explore the myriad of techniques required to conquer the formidable "general" problem of autonomous formation management and control. In this paper, we present a flexible formation flying architecture and study its application to a small but diverse set of Earthorbiting formations. We have conducted detailed analysis [2] of the two-satellite distant object tracking problem for a variety of circular and elliptical orbit conditions and are currently assessing associated controller performance when including a more accurate gravitational perturbation model. We will perform similar analyses with larger n -satellite formations and different formation classes such as target/chaser and rendezvous missions. Concurrently, we will continue work to improve planner efficiency via symmetry exploitation and heuristics, maintaining solution optimality at the cost of computational efficiency when necessary.
